1. Turn on radio by pushing PWR switch.
2. Set UHF squelch to 2:00 position.
3. Set UHF volume to 8:00 position.
4. Set VHF volume to 1:00 position.
5. Set VHF squelch to 10:00 position. Push in on this knob if PTT icon is above UHF display.
6. VHF display frequency is found on left side of radio control head.
7. Channel Selector should be used to set radio to 147.180 repeater frequency unless instructed otherwise.
8. PTT (push-to-talk) indicator should always be on VHF 147.180 repeater.
9. Leave VHF transmitter power on L (low) unless more power is needed.
10. Leave Memory Channel indicator at Channel 1
11. Disregard UHF frequency value unless given specific instructions.